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ABSTRACT
Killer whales (Orcinus orca) can produce 3 types of signals: clicks, whistles and vocalizations. This study
focuses on Orca vocalizations from northern Vancouver Island (Hanson Island) where the NGO Orcalab
developed a multi-hydrophone recording station to study Orcas. The acoustic station is composed
of 5 hydrophones and extends over 50 km2 of ocean. Since 2015 we are continuously streaming
the hydrophone signals to our laboratory in Toulon, France, yielding nearly 50 TB of synchronous
multichannel recordings. In previous work, we trained a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect
Orca vocalizations, using transfer learning from a bird activity dataset. Here, for each detected vocalization,
we estimate the pitch contour (fundamental frequency). Finally, we cluster vocalizations by features
describing the pitch contour. While preliminary, our results demonstrate a possible route towards
automatic Orca call type classification. Furthermore, they can be linked to the presence of particular Orca
pods in the area according to the classification of their call types. A large-scale call type classification
would allow new insights on phonotactics and ethoacoustics of endangered Orca populations in the face
of increasing anthropic pressure.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Orca (Orcinus orca) is a top-predator of the marine food chain (Jefferson et al., 1991). The Northern
Resident Orcas community is composed of several “pods” composed of matrilines (Bigg et al., 1990). This
cetacean can produce 3 different types of signals: clicks, whistles and pulsed calls (Ford, 1989). This study
focuses only on vocalizations (pulsed calls). Some biological studies describe the communication of Orcas
(Ford et al., 1987; Tyson et al., 2007; Weiß et al., 2007; Filatova et al., 2012), based on manual methods.
Related work by Deecke et al. (1999) compared dialects of Orcas using artificial neural networks and
showed that acoustic similarities are significantly correlated with the group association patterns. In order
to analyze the animal’s communication in different spacial and temporal contexts, automated analysis for
captured sound is crucial. For that purpose, the field of bioacoustics offers numerous approaches using
neural networks and deep learning (Glotin et al., 2013). The latter methods were explored to automatically
detect orca calls emitted throughout 3 years of continuous recordings from 2015 to 2017 (Poupard et al.,
2019a). In this study we build on these detections, and compute each vocalisation’s pitch over time. This
pitch analysis serves to differentiate vocalisations. In particular, we extract pitch features and cluster the
vocalizations, partly recovering different call types as annotated by human experts.
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2 MATERIAL
For 20 years, the NGO Orcalab developed and has maintained a unique multi-hydrophone recording
station around Hanson Island (Northern Vancouver Island, Canada) to study Orcas. This acoustic station
is composed of 5 hydrophones and extends over 50 km2 of ocean (Fig. 1). In 2015, we have set up a
continuous recording of all the hydrophones of this station (Fig. 1). The aim is to allow observation and
modelling of bioacoustic activities for various species, at large spacial and temporal scales, including
all details of their ecoacoustic niche, under various geophysical and anthropophonic conditions, more
particularly in order to build new knowledge about Orcas.

Figure 1. Left: Map of the area and the listening range of the 5 hydrophones H1 to H5. Detection zones
indicate which hydrophones can record Orca calls in a given area, w.r.t. thirty years of observations by
Orcalab. Right: Representation of the data acquisition, from recording until storage at Toulon.

3 DATA ANALYSIS
3.1 Vocalization Detector
We first designed an automatic acoustic event extractor (presented in (Poupard et al., 2019c)). Its output
helped us build a dataset composed of 872 Orca vocalization samples and 6801 noise samples (boats,
rain, void. . . ), which we split randomly with 20% for the test set, 60% for the training set and 20% for
the validation set.1 With that in hand, we trained a CNN (originally designed for a bird detection task
(Grill and Schlüter, 2017) to distinguish Orca vocalizations (not clicks) from boats and background noise
(Poupard et al., 2019a). The model was trained with weakly annoted data (one label per file), originally
using global max pooling to aggregate local predictions for comparison against the global label. After
training, the global pooling was removed to obtain local probabilities for pitch and vocalization analysis.
Max pooling lead to spiky local predictions (high precision, but low recall), which were unsuitable for our
purposes. We found that training the model with global mean pooling instead gave much higher recall,
covering the full length of each vocalization without sacrificing precision. The resulting Area Under the
receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC) of this detector is 89% (Poupard et al., 2019a).
Running this model on the summers of 2015, 2016 and 2017 results in 421,879 detected vocalizations
across all five hydrophones.
3.2 Pitch Analysis
In order to describe call characteristics, the pitch (fundamental frequency) is often used (Berthommier
and Glotin, 1999). The pitch is a property that describes the fundamental frequency of the speech wave
(Houtsma, 1997; Babacan et al., 2013). Like humans, Orcas produce vocalizations that have several
harmonic frequencies, combining into a multi-layered wave (Ford, 1989). Foote and Nystuen (2008) used
pitch to differentiate different ecotypes of killer whales and Shapiro and Wang (2009) developed their
own pitch tracker algorithm (PDA) based on human voice.
In this study, the Parselmouth Python library (Jadoul et al., 2018) was chosen as pitch estimator.
It relies on the autocorrelation (AC) (Boersma, 1993; Berthommier and Glotin, 1999). It is illustrated
1A

random split may sample train and test segments from nearby locations, giving an overly optimistic test error. We did not
have enough annotated data for a chronological split avoiding this.
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on a recording of Orca calls in Fig. 2. Computing all the pitches for one day of vocalizations on the 5
hydrophones took half an hour in average on GPU.

Figure 2. Example of a pitch extraction (pitch floor=300, pitch ceiling=2500, voicing threshold=0.2).
The AC only outputs a pitch point if it has a certain confidence in it (using a threshold on the strength
of the unvoiced candidate relative to the maximum possible AC). Thus, with some detected vocalizations,
fewer points were output. This property allowed us to filter out false positives and too low Signal to Noise
Ratio vocalization detections. Keeping only vocalizations with more than 200 points filtered out 284,791
noisy vocalizations and false detections.
We thus extracted the pitch of 137,088 vocalizations.
3.3 Unsupervised Clustering
Unsupervised clustering is often the solution to solve classification tasks for unannotated data. Our intuition was that the Orcas’ call types (Ford et al., 1987; Root-Gutteridge et al., 2014) could be automatically
clustered by similarity in their pitch shape. A first step was thus to define the input to our unsupervised
clustering algorithm. Thus features of the previously extracted pitch were selected to best describe the
shape of the vocalizations with a minimum dimensionality.
The following features were chosen (Ford, 1984): argminFreq, argmaxFreq, minVel, maxVel, meanVel,
startVel, endVel, minAccel, maxAccel, argminAccel, argmaxAccel, deltaFreq. Here argmin/max stand
for the position in time of the maximum/minimum relative to the total duration. Min/max stand for
minimum/maximum values. Mean stands for the average value. Start/end stand for the mean of the
first/last 5% of the call. Delta stands for the minimum value substracted from the maximum value. Freq
stands for frequency values (the estimated pitch), Vel stands for velocity (the derivative of the pitch), and
Accel stands for acceleration (the derivative of the velocity).
Having extracted those features, they were used as an input for the HDBSCAN algorithm (McInnes
et al., 2017), which is a hierarchical implementation of the Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) (Ester et al., 1996). Several minimum cluster sizes and minimum
sample sizes were explored, to optimize the number of output clusters, and the strictness of the clustering.
Eventually 30 and 3 were chosen for the latter parameters respectively.

4 RESULT
The clustering algorithm hardly works when applied to all the collected vocalisations together (coming
from the 5 different hydrophones with different depth and sensitivity), whereas it works decently when
applied to each hydrophone separately. Here we present the results for the H1 hydrophone (see map in Fig.
1), which represents 6796 vocalizations. Further work will focus on generalizing the clustering method to
any hydrophone after some normalization.
The HDBSCAN found 13 clusters (0 to 12; Fig. 4). The ‘-1’ cluster is the algorithm’s output of
classifying what it considers as noise. To measure the clustering’s relevance, 2 trained persons annotated
50 samples (picked randomly) from each cluster, according to the Oca call types as defined in the literature
(Ford et al., 1987). We selected a subset of 6 call types (N1,N2,N4,N7,N9,N47): the ones most commonly
found in our dataset (Fig. 3).
The distributions of call types among clusters (Fig. 4) show that our model was able in some clusters
to isolate some type (N4 in clusters 0, 1, 4, and 5), to group calls with roughly similar upward types (N2,
3/6
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Figure 3. Selected subset of call types as defined in the literature (Ford et al., 1987).

N7, N9, N47 in clusters 2 and 3), and to classify boat noise (clusters 9 and 12). Those results demonstrate
a promising approach to classifying orca vocalizations, in approximately 20 days of computation for 3
years of pentaphonic continuous recording.
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Figure 4. Distribution of call types among clusters found by the HDBSCAN algorithm. The numbers
next to the cluster name show the amount of cluterized samples. The % are from the annotated subset.

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Our primary results can be linked with the presence of particular pods in the area. In fact, British Columbia
(BC) is composed of different “acoustic clans”. An acoustic clan is a group of Orcas that share particular
types of calls known as discrete calls (Ford and Fisher, 1982). In the Northern and coastal BC, there are 4
main acoustic clans: the J, R, G and A Clan. For now, we will focus on the A Clan (Fig. 5), composed of
several pods, themselves composed of groups of lineages called matrilines.
As shown in Fig. 5, there are 7 different pods in the A clan, having different call types (Ford, 1984).
For example the A4 pods can produce N2, N4, N7 and N9 call types. Some types of calls are shared
among multiple pods within the clan. For example, the N7 call extends to all pods, however each pod
produces an unique N7 call. By recognizing pods and recording the different calls, we can establish a link
between the pods and our clusters. In fact clusters 0, 1, 4, 5, and -1 have a high proportion of the N4 call
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type (Fig. 4), we can thus expect that the A1, A4, and A5 pod vocalizations are present in these 5 clusters.
The N47 call type is produced only by the A1 pods and this type is very present in 2 clusters (3 and 6), so
we can state the hypothesis that these 2 clusters correspond to the A1 pod.
With such reasoning, these clusters represent a first approach to acoustically classify pods in BC, and
in the future, matrilines (Weiß et al., 2006) and individual vocal signatures (Weiß et al., 2007).

Figure 5. Selection of the 6 Call types produced by pods of the A clan inspired from (Ford, 1984).
Future work will improve the model at each of the 3 main steps: the learned vocalization detection,
the pitch estimation that could be trained specifically to detect Orcas’ pitch (Kim et al., 2018), and the
unsupervised clustering of calls. An obvious improvement would consist in annotating more data for
training. Parameter optimization is another possible enhancement, especially for the pitch estimation
and the unsupervised clustering. For this purpose, relevant objective functions and accurate metrics need
to be found. One could consider a global objective cost function to maximise the normalised mutual
information of the bivariate distribution (Type, Cluster).
Once such an improved system is at hands, having a fully autonomous reliable Orca type call detector
and classifier will open doors to many studies on Orca’s communication and phonotactic regularities and
divergence like in Malige et al. (2019). It would also allow behavioural studies (ethoacoustics), within
various environments, including increasing anthropophony or whale watching pressure like in Poupard
et al. (2019b).
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